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Quality at the 
highest level

When developing treatment centers, we value 
high quality and longevity so that you have 
a clear mind and can focus on the treatment. 
This applies to our technologies, as well as 
our  materials.

As the centerpiece of the dental practice, the 
design of the dental unit plays an essential role in 
the well-being of the patient. At the same time, 
a modern aesthetic also supports the work satis-
faction of the dental team. The new exclusive 
design collection, with stylish colors and applica-
tions, makes each treatment center a unique 
 distinctive piece and a reflection of your practice.



New stitching colors 
in Lounge upholstery

Stitching and embroidery

Dark gray 

With a tone-on-tone accentuation in combination with the upholstery color Carbon, the 
dark gray color looks particularly sleek and contemporary. When combined with Merlot, 
it creates a unique contrast and bold style statement.

Light blue and rose
The shades of light blue and rose create a deliberate contrast when paired with Carbon 
and Pacific, giving both colors a soft, delicate touch.
The combination of the light blue or rose stitching with the natural upholstery colors, 
Umbra and Basalt, creates a tranquil, yet exclusive result.

Choosing a Lounge upholstery gives you the opportunity to go 
one step further and truly express yourself. Give your treatment 
center your personal touch by optionally selecting a unique stitching 
color, choosing from five different stitches to configure your favorite 
combinations.

With the new stitching color options, you introduce individual 
accents into your Lounge upholstery:

Color  
redefined
The design of the Dentsply Sirona treatment 
 centers stands for clarity, elegance and ergonomic 
comfort. The individual configurability adapts 
to your treatment needs. The freedom of design 
in regards to the upholstery, stitching and paintwork 
colors gives the room individual character and 
a special allure.

Paintwork colors

Rosé 

The gentle shade of color subtly 
accentuates the natural upholstery 
colors, Umbra and Basalt, giving 
them an elegant pop of color.

Platinum silver 

Platinum silver in combination with 
the upholstery colors Carbon, 
Pacific or Platinum emphasizes the 
high quality materials and creates 
an upscale contemporary feel as a 
result. 

Matt gold

The paintwork color, matt gold, 
gives the fresh vibrant upholstery 
colors Aqua, Aloe and Flamingo 
a touch of luxury.

Furthering your opportunity for customization, you have the option to add paintwork 
colors to selected components of your treatment center. Four unique color selections 
are now available for the water unit, the dentist element and also, the assistant element. 
The high-gloss white of your treatment center now features a personal touch with your 
choice of matted paintwork color.
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Teneo Gold Edition

Paintwork colors

Matt goldPlatinum silverRosé Neutral white

Carbon* Merlot* Platinum Pacific*

Basalt*Umbra* CherrySaphirre

Aloe Flamingo Orchid*Aqua

*  Colors available for Lounge upholstery.
** Optional. Available with a motorized headrest and Lounge upholstery.

Standard Light blue RoseDark gray Red
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Gold Edition
With the limited Teneo Gold Edition, introduce 
a new level of elegance to your treatment 
 center. Featuring a new gold paintwork color, 
a custom embroidered headrest and gold 
 stitching beautifully detailing the lounge 
up holstery, the centerpiece of your practice 
gets an exclusive upgrade.
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Your options for individuality

The elegant world 

Classic, timeless combinations for an especially high-class look.

Upholstery colors

The natural word 

Soft, warm shades for a soothing treatment atmosphere.

The vital world

Vivid colors and bright tones for a modern, lively atmosphere.

Stitching colors

Make your treatment center one-of-a-kind. With a motorized 
headrest, featuring custom embroidery of two initials, you 
can truly create a unique and tailored feel in your practice 
environment.**
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1 | Mindful Clarity
Nordic influences and a subdued design 
vocabulary are found in this ambiance. 
Natural materials and quiet colors bring a 
pleasant and calming atmosphere in 
 dental practices.

2 | Striking Energy
Colorfulness and playful style combinations 
set the tone in this unconventional look. 
Graphic patterns in the wall and light design 
as well as in upholstery fabrics enhance 
the style.

trenDS  
2019/20

Dentsply Sirona has researched four 
 striking global interior trends for 2019/20, 
which have directly influenced the 
design collection and are thoughtfully 
reflected in the details. The following 
overview is a small excerpt from the 
trenDS magazine. Be inspired and dis cover 
the diversity of the design collection.

Upholstery color “Umbra”

A new, fascinating earth tone complements the design collec-
tion as an understated color with a calming aura. Authentic 
and deliberate, the shade underlines a balanced, understated 
atmosphere. The color often is associated with sustainable 
and honest materials. Be inspired by the „Mindful Clarity“ 
trend in our new trenDS magazine 2019/20.

Upholstery color “Flamingo”

The new expressive orange resembles a Caribbean flamingo. 
Powerful, dynamic and full of life. With this intensive color, 
you set impressive accents. Be inspired by the trend „Striking 
Energy“ in our new trenDS magazine 2019/20.
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3 | Sensitive Luminance
Within the context of an innovative, clear 
and minimalist design style, architectural 
details are characterized by a sensitive 
interplay of transparency, modern light 
 installations and innovative technologies.

4 | Refined Luxury
An eclectic, elegant style that asserts sophisti-
cation. All of the elements are upscale and 
extravagant – ornamental design objects 
exude an aura of rarity. Deep colors and 
high-end materials characterize the luxurious 
spatial designs.

trenDS 
2019/20

Upholstery colors “Aloe” and “Aqua”

A new subtle green and a soft, bright blue give a pleasant 
feeling of serenity and relaxation. They fit ideally in translucent, 
light-flooded room atmospheres. They are often combined 
with modern natural and water installations. Be inspired by the 
trend „Sensitive Luminance“ in our new trenDS magazine 2019/20.

Upholstery color “Merlot”

The new lavish wine red sets the tone when it comes to an ele-
gant and nuanced interior design. The tasteful and refined charm 
of this color elegantly unfolds when paired with gentle peach 
and rosé nuances. Be inspired by the trend „Refined Luxury“ in 
our new trenDS magazine 2019/20.



Procedural Solutions

Preventive
Restorative
Orthodontics
Endodontics
Implants
Prosthetics

Enabling Technologies

CAD/CAM
Imaging Systems
Treatment Centers
Instruments

Dentsply Sirona

Sirona Dental Systems GmbH 
Fabrikstraße 31, 64625 Bensheim, Deutschland
dentsplysirona.com
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